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Please note the following. Any questions please let us know. Thanks!

The following SSR's (updates to AHCCCS Systems) will be promoted on 7/18/19:

- **ACMS Add Upload Feature** - This allows the upload of supporting documentation to the Access to Medicaid Services (ACMS) website.

- **Add CRS to EPD and Tribal Program Contractors** - This allows a member that is CRS and enrolled in a EPD or Tribal Program Contractor to have their CRS designation reflected in PMMIS, AHCCCS Online and on 834's.

- **SMI Indicator on State Only Input Processor** - This incorporates the member's SMI behavioral health category to the State Only input process instead of being a stand alone process.

- **STO BH FYI on FES and MCS** - This automates putting a State Only behavioral health segment on FES or MCS members.

- **Display Adj SOC on AHCCCS Online** - This changes internal processing of Share of Cost records to ensure that the appropriate Share of Cost records are displayed on AHCCCS Online.